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1. Recruiting becomes more and more challenging. How can we attract the best talents to our firm?
=> Why? To compensate fluctuation, to grow, to stay competitive, to be profitable
2. Study of Young Professional Recruiting Company „Academic Works“ in cooperation with Kantar Sifo (market and
trend research institute); 1000 respondents / interviewees in Germany questioned in 2019, over 18.600 responses
over the last years from Germany, Scandinavia and Switzerland
3. Goals

a) Show employers what motivates young talents to join a certain company. What is exceptionally important for
candidates?
b) Develop a strategy to attract, retain and develop future and current employees.

How: identify, understand and fulfill the expectations of employees with the required skills and personal fit into the
company culture.

• Team spirit and atmosphere, coherence

• Well established company culture and friendly
colleagues

• Personal development / training
• Social Responsibility and engagement
• Salary and Benefits

• Career paths and possibilities
• Challenges and a broad variety of tasks
• Appreciation, diversity, fairness and tolerance
• Flexible working hours and place of work
(e.g. Home Office)

• Work-Life Balance

1. Salary and benefits (59%)
2. Company culture and friendly colleagues
(56%)

6. Appreciation, diversity, fairness and
tolerance (44%)
7. Challenges and a broad variety of tasks
(37%)

3. Work-life balance (55%)
4. Flexible working hours and place of work
(e.g. Home Office) (51%)

8. Well established company culture and
friendly colleagues (35%)
9. Career paths and possibilities (31%)

5. Personal development / training (44%)
10. Social responsibility and engagement (12%)

Results across different disciplines (Economics, Engineering, IT, Social Studies)

1. 64% appreciate good relations / team spirit with their colleagues
2. 60% seek an appropriate salary and other benefits
3. 45% appreciate diversity and tolerance within the firm (rank 10 in p/y)
4. 43% look for flexibility and work-life balance; the typical 40 hours week appears out of fashion (9
till 5)
Rank 4 (2017): „job guarantee“ – not important anymore – Why? Enough opportunities on the
market.

Action points for you:

1. Understand your target group
2. Identify your company strengths (which ones attract potential employees the most)
3. ADJUST YOUR JOB ADVERTISEMENTS (implement trainings, development opportunities,
mentoring programs, atmosphere, team spirit, include quotation of a satisfied employee: „i like….
because“)
4. Describe what the impact of the company in the market is. Dare to be different!

5. Specify your strengths! Don‘t be shy! Be clear why you are the best employer.
OTHERWISE: you might not be noticed among the enormous amount of opportunities in the market.

